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　　　1. Introduction
　This paper is ８ｎattempt to support Chomsky's ‘lexical ist hｙｐｏthesis’1）thｒｏｕghpresenting
ａ plausible proposal about the structure　of ａ lexicon in　the framework of the transforma-
tional generative grammar.　The decision as to　the organization of ｌｅχicalinformation in
each　entry　in　ａ　ｌｅχicon　presupposes　a　hypothesis　about　syntactic, phonological, and
semantic components.　This paper is confined to　the discussion　of syntactic　structure in
English with an emphasis placed on derivatives of verbs.
　　2. 1. The place of the lexicon in liguistic structure
　We assume that the leχicon is an independent component on ａ par with syntactic
component (to be subdivided into base and　transformational subcomponent), phonological
component, and semantic component, thus departing from　the Chomskyan model　and
Transformational
Subcomponent
(Surface
SYNTACTIC　COMPONENT
tructure ) ＼
／
PHONOLOGICAL
COMPONENT
／
(Phonetiと　Representation )
（Ｄｅｅｐ　Structure )
＼
SEMANTIC
COMPONENT
(Semantic　Representation ;
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fｏ】】owing　Kinsuke　Hasegawa."'　Furthering　his　argument ’foｒ･this　revision･ we　may
maintain that　the lexicon is ａ receptacle which stores all idiosyncratic irregularities in ａ
language, though　it niay　have some　redundancy rules. In　this respect, the　lexicon　is
distinct from the other components! which are by nature extractions' of'linguistic regularity.
These components consult, as it were, the lexicon for their successful functioning｡
　The above figure represents graphically　ihe interrelationship among the components and
subcomponents　in　the　grammar of ａ language.べ,Vhat is enclosed in　the parentheses
Deep Structure, Surface Structure, phonetic　Representation, and Semantic Representation
shows the product of the component or subco?ponent indicated by an arrow originating
from the latter. A dotted arrow indicates the ‘consultation' of the lexicon by each com-
poiient or subcomponent.
　　2. 2. The structure of the】exicon
　Let us now turn to the discussion　of　universal　grammar. Universal grammar consists
of　universal. phoneticsj universal　semantics! universal　syntax, and　universal　leχicon.
Universal lexicon　defines　the　conditions　that must be met by　the ］exicons of　all　human
languages just like　the rest of　universal grammar. Then universal lexicon may　be taken
to ｂｅ‘composed of ａ set of‘conventions' for interpreting the lexicons of particular languages.
Universal lexicon contains many kinds of conventions:　Ci) universal notational conventions
expressing redundancy and derivational dependency ； (ii) the lexical rule for inserting ｌｅχical
formatives in preterminal strings, etc- Flere iμ　this paper the !exicon of English in parti-
cular will be considered. We will see later what some of these conventions are, consi-
dering some examples taken from English｡
　Ａ particular lexicon, for example, that of English! is divided into three : syntactic
redundancy ｒｕ】es,derivationa卜rules and an unordered set of leχicalentries."' While syntactic
redundancy rules are regu】ar, derivationa】rｕ】es are　more or less irregular　in producing
‘occurring forms'. Perhaps an ｅχａｍｐ】ｅof the former in English is the rule formalized by
Ｏ’一一９ Ｍａｎ〕→〔十_司.This,ｍｅａｎs that if verbs can take ａ Manner Adverbial, then
they can occur without one."^ The latter accounts for partial regularity in word- deri vati on.
From　lexical entries　are omitted　the regular　redundant features; which　ｗi1】be added to
the entries　by appropriate redundancy rules. On the other hand,‘occurring' derivatives)
which are somewhat　irregular, are　given　in the lexicon. The derivational　ruleS) which
capture partial　regularity in word･derivation, wi】トgenerate‘possible' derivatives, which
are composed of‘occurring' derivatives and ‘possib!e but non-occurring' ones.　Those which
are ｅｘｃ】udedby the rules are ‘impossible' derivatives. We can formulate only such rules
as distinguish possible forms fron! impossible forms in word-derivation.'''
　The reason why we give the occurring derivatives in the lexicon is two-fold: (0 at any
rate idiosyncratic meanings must be given for these occurring derivative forms in the
lexicon and Cii) it ｗi】lallow us to distinguish possible and occurring forms from possible
but nonoccurring forms on ａ principled basis. Of course, we　must　seek to refine the
derivational　rules　to narrow the　gap　between　these　two types of　derivatives. But it is
generally known there does exist some gap. between them.
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　　ろ. The organization of lexical entries
　Each lexical entry i゛scomposed of phonological features, semantic features and syntactic
features. We concentrate on syntactic features. The syntactic features consist of strict
subcategorization features, selectional features, rule features and structural description
features. These features give appropriate syntactic　information　about ａ particular lexical
entry｡
　Here it must be noted that this syntactic information must be hierarchically organized in
the leχicon> since the processes of word･derivation are typically linearly ordered and some-
times cyclically ｏrdeｒed丿l believe the lexicalist position is correct as far as word･derivation
is concerned. In“Remarks”1'Ｃｈｏｍskｙ　gives　ａ convincing　argument for this　position.
rejecting the transformationalist position. The assumptions underlying the lexicalist position
are (i) a lexicon contains the idiosyncratic irregularities of the language ； Cii) transformations
are generally meaning-preserving. Since derivational processes are typically quasi-productive
and not　exactly meaning-preserving･the transformationalist　position　is　untenable. The
kind of partial regularity observable among the derivationally related forms can be easily
expressed by　the appropriate　organization　of　these　related　forms in　ａlexicon　and　the
utilization of ａ set of conventions｡
　As an illustration of ａ lexical entry let us take the citation formど7.ｒmiｓｅ.　Ｗｅ omit phono-
logical and semantic features｡
　(1)ａｍｔもｓe　1.〔十Ｖ〕ゆ〔十Ｓ_にト_〔十Animate〕; -RClndefinite Object Deletion)":…〕
1｡1.〔十Adj〕:⌒佃ｇｃこ〉〔 ，（⌒加）〕
1｡2，〔十Adj〕:⌒?に〉〔_，(⌒αz)〕
1.2よ〔十Ｎ〕:⌒■ｉｎｅｎtｃこ＞〔_〕;〔十Det
etc.
〕
　For the sake of exposition only the rele゛al!t syl!tactic features ８！ｅｇｉ゛ell･the rest
being replaced by dots in　the　above entry and all　the others　that　follow. Also omitted
from discussion　are　inflectional　endings.　Let us examine　this lexical entry-　aimiｓｅ IS a
‘citation form≒　the basic form from which ultimately derive all the derivational】ｙ related
forms, i.e.， ａｍｉもSi･’Ｉｇ’ａｍｕｓｅふａｉｎｕｓｅｉｎｅ月,£　ａｎｄso　forth.　1.〔十Ｖ〕undｅＴ ａｉｎｕｓｅ　means
thatのnuse is associated with the feature 〔十Ｖ〕. The double arrowに〉signifies ａ rewriting
rule which　adds　the following　symbol (s) to the symbol. to be rewritten･not ａ transfor-
mational rule. The single arrow ―* is reserved for signifying all kinds of symbol-replacing
rewriting rules> transformational　or otherwise. In lexicon　both ‘adding' and ‘replacing'
rewriting rules appear.　Further･ among the syntactic redundancy rules in English are such
rules as （ａ）〔十Ｖ〕→〔十ＮＰ_⊃and (b)〔十 <B Man〕→〔十_峠The former,　which
might be universal, therefore not　ａ syntactic　redundancy rule in English, means that a11
verbs have deep subjects.　The latter is already explained above. Now we propose there are
one kind of universal conventions, an example of which is the convention saying that only
the positively specified lexical category features, e. g.,〔十Ｎ〕，〔十Ｖ〕，〔十Adj〕, etc. .･ will
be given in ａ lexicon･, the negatively specified lexical category features being automatically
supplied. Thus,〔十Ｖ〕［=こ〉〔－Ｎ；　-Ad i ・‥〕.8’ These redundancy rules and conventions
expand the set of features associated withａｍｕｓｅ.　This expanded set of features reflect the
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native speaker's judgement on the grammaticality of the following sentences.
　C2) (i) That he made such ａ mistake amused me.
　　　　Cii) His mistake amused me.
　　　　(iii) He amuses me.
・　　I　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　J
　　　　Civ) *His mistake amused the stone.
　　　　（Ｖ）＊Ｈｅis an amuse.
　The ｒｕ】ｅfeature 〔-R (Indefinite Object Deletion)〕means thatMiiiiｓｅmust not undergo
the Indefinite Object Deletion　Transformation, even if it meets the structural description
for it. Thus,
　C3) (i) His mistake amused someone.
　　　　(ii) *His mistake amused.
　The figure l. 1. indicates this　item, i.e., amusing, is directly derived from　the item
headed by the figure 1・，＼.ｅ.，ａｍ･ｕｓｅ.　Likewise,1.2. indicatesどz。lused is directly derived
from a館山ｓｅ.ａ川.Ｕ･ＳＣ川£1｀ば,numbered 1.2.1., direct】ｙderives from ａ月Miｓｅｄ,numbered 1.2.
Thus the item headed by 1.1.1., if any, would be directly derived from　the one headed
by 1.1., and　so would　the ones headed by　1.1｡2., 1.1.3., 1.1.4. and so on. Then the
items which would be directly derived from １.1.2. would be numbered 1.1.2.1., 1.1.2.2.,
1.1.2.3. and so forth. In short, which derivative is directly derived from which stem is
indicated by appropriate numbering for subdivision.
　Now to return to the present exan!pie.〔十Adj〕:⌒加ｇ under 1.1. indicates that this
derivative is associated with the feature 〔十Adj〕and takes 加ｇ for its derivational suffix.
The underlined b】ank in the brackets following an arrow means that the set of features later
added to the stem （i.ｅ.,ａｍｕｓｅ）bｙthe rewriting rule (i. e.,〔十S_;十＿__〔十Animate〕;
-R (Indefinite Object Deletion) ;..丿) and by relevant conventions and syntactic redundancy
rules (i.e.,〔十NP :｡‥〕) except those leχical-category features Ci.e.,〔十Ｖ； -Ｎ； -Adj；
‥.D fillthe blank. In other words) the syntactic features of the stem ｅχcept the lexical-
category features will be carried to the derivative Ｕ１£ｏtｏ　ｕｎ】essotherwise specified. This
is an expression of the similarity in syntactic behavior between the stem and its derivative.
The fact that an appropriate organization of the lexical ｅr!tries makes it possible to ｅχpress
the syntactic similarity of this sort is a support for　the‘leχicalist　hypothesis' for word-
derivation. The preposition inserted in the parentheses within the outer brackets （in this
case･to) is what introduces the prepositional phrase, if any."' In this connection, it must
be mentioned that all nouns and adjectives that take Object NP's may occur without these
NP's with some exceptions.　These exceptions)　ｅ･g･，ｆｏｎｄ(o/ NP)・ｅｑｗiｖａｌｅｎt（Z。ＮＰ）。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・ｃｏｇｎに（ｍむ(o/NP), ｄｅｓiｒｏｕｓiofNP＼ will be appropriately specified in the lexicon. Then
this wide-spread property　of nouns and adjectives　is the basis for ａ syntactic redundancy
rule in English; which says that nouns and adjectives　derived from the verbs which take
Object NP's may freely occur without the objects, even if these verbs have the feature
〔-RClndefinite Object Deletion)〕. In essence, this redundancy rule is roughly as follows :
　（4）〔― Rdndefinite Pronoun Deletion)〕→（±RClndefinite
　　Pronoun Deletion)〕/IE才ｽﾞjj〕ﾄ｀-
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　Thus・ａＴｎｉｔｓHi･ｇhas as syntactic features 〔十Adj;十NP ;十S-;十一〔十Animate〕；
―RCIndefinite Object　Deletion) ; .. .〕. The　above　redundancy　rule　will　convert　those
syntactic features to 〔十Adj;十NP ;十S_;十_〔十Animate〕；士RClndefinite Object
Deletion) ;…〕These syntactic　featui･es　reflect　the native speaker's　judgement　on the
grammaticality of the fo!lowing sentences.
　(5)(i)Ｔｈａt he made such ａ mistake was amusing to me.
　　　　Cii) His mistake was amusing to ｍｅ･
　　　　(iii)He IS amusing to me.
　　　　(iv) His mistake must be amusing to someone.
　　　　(v) His mistake must be amusing.
　　　　(vi) *His mistake is amusing to the stone.
　Next let us proceed t0 1.2.〔十Adj〕:⌒?φ〔_，(⌒aZ)〕. There is another syntactic
redundancy rule in English, which is relevant to this derivativｅ,　ａｍｕｓｅｄ:
（6）　〔十χ＿_〕→〔十_Ｘ〕”　　｛
〔十_＿Ｙ〕→〔十Ｙ_〕
｝
゛,'here Ci) jで}ﾆI
FTN;
十Ｆ〕｜
　　　　　(lO〔十Ｘ_にト＿＿Ｙ〕is associated with 〔十Ｖ;十_ＮＰ〕
　　　　　(iii)〔十_Ｘ；十Ｙ_〕is associated with 〔〔十Ｖ；　十一ＮＰ〕⌒｛ｲZE｝〕Adi
　　　　　(iv) with〔十Ｖ；十NP〕⌒able.χ must be restricted to 〔― Definite〕.
　The rule features and structural description features of the transitive verb will be carried
to　these　derived　adjectives. Thus ａｍｕｓｅｄwill　be associated　with〔十Adj;　十 NP;
十 S;　十〔Animate〕_；　― Rdndefinite Object Deletion) ;　…（⌒心）〕. The above-
mentioned redundancy rule in (4) will convert 〔―Rdndefinite Object Deletion)〕tｏ〔士Ｒ
(Indefinite Object Deletion)〕. See the following sentences.
　（7）（i）l was amused that he made such ａ mistake.
　　　　(ii) I was amused at his mistake.
　　　(ii.) I was amused at him.
　　　（iｖ）l was amused at something･
　　　　（Ｖ）lwas amused.
　　　（ｖi）＊Ｔｈｅstone was amused at his mistake.
　Some discussion of this analysis of のiiusing and milrｕｓｅｄａｓadjectives is in order.　We
consider all past participle forms and present participle forms as verbs, not adjectives.
with some exceptions like　ｃｕiｕｉｓｆｎｇandａｍｕｓｅｄ-,which do cooccur with such formatives as
ｖｅｒｙ.while　most　participle　forms　do not. Also, these　exceptions　alone　occur in the
adjectival slot in ｎｉｎｒｅ... than and as . ..どz５.1o’ Thus, most participle　forms are distinct
from the adjectives　with　the samｅ　ｅｄ-iorm, despite　the fact that　both of　them undergo
the Preposing Rule. 11’So we reject Peterson's analysis.^'' Furthermore, we reject Chomsky's
analysis of the verb ａｍｕｓｅ　asderived from the adjective ai:?Iｕｓｅｄthrough the Causative
ＴｒａｎＳｆｏｒｍａtｉｏｎ.13）Ｔｈｅreason is that the similarity　in syntactic behavior betweenａｍｕｓｅ
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andａｍｕｓｅｄcan be expressed by the lexicon as we have shown above. This possibility
presents itself as his leχicalist　position is pursued to its logical conclusion. Accordingly,
amiばe is ａ transitive verb, so described in the leχicon. Therefore! a passive sentence
with thisverb is possible.
　（8）l was amused by his mistake
－ぷ.！･IJIう･
　Compare this sentence　with　the sentence (7) (ii), in which adiectiva】ａ。lused occurs.
There is a subtle difference in meaning between these two sentences. This analysis explains
the gratnmaticality of the following sentences.
　(9) (i) I amused myself.
　　　　(iO I was amused at myself, (adjectival aintび?）
　　　(iii) I was amused by the situation. ｜
　　　(iv) *Myself was amused by me.　　｜
　　　　（Ｖ）＊l was amused by myself.　　　　, (verbal amused)
　　　Cvi) *John was amused by himself.　｜　　　　　’
　　　(vii) *Himself was ａｎ!used by John.
/
　The　reason　why　the sentences (9) Civ), (v), (vi), Cvii),　are　ungrammatical　is　that
reflexivization and passivization transformations are mutually exclusive.
　Next we proceed to 1 ｡ 2， 1. 〔十Ｎ〕:⌒ｍｅｎｔ.This derivative derives from 1.2.〔十Adj〕:⌒?.
In other words; aiμμ∫einent is interpreted to directly derive from ａｍｕｓｅｄ．not from ａｍｕｓｅ｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　tThe grounds for this view are that aiμ･μ.ＳＲＩＩＩＣＴ「Itandamｕｓｅｄ share　syntactic　features　and
the‘passive' sense, even　ifの。.z｡記。lent IS morphologicallyaniitｓｅplus ?‘ｎｅｎt.　A further
support for deriving aiμu:sｅｎ「1,ｅ刀tfrom a-)‘nilｓeel.not from amuse> is　the ungrammaticality of
the sentence. *Hiｓ ｍｉＳ£ａｋｅ　ｓａｍ ｕｓeiii.ｅｎt　of･me..・３　corresponding to (2) (ii) above ;
wheｔｅａｓ ＴＪｉｅｅｎｅｍｙ ｓ ｄｅｓ£ｒｕｃtｉｏｎｏｆ tｈｅ ｃｉり・ｉｄｅｄ　the　-ｗaiべｓ　ｇｔａmmatical, corresponding
toＴｈｅ ｅ。ｅＪＩ･りｄＣＳ£ｒＯ:ｙｅｄ£1･ｌｅＣｉり。So we take care of this morphological irregularity by
assuming ａ phonological rule which deletes the ｅｄ part from the stｅ° “7″“ぶ゛j in the derivation
of the noun a｡‘)1むtしS･ｅｎ･ｌｅｎ£.　Thefact thatａｍｕｓｅ ｍｅｎ･t takes at as a preposition is automatically
provided for through its inheritance of syntactic features of the stem ａ･ｍｕｓｅｄ.The second
group of syntactic features given in　the second brackes, i.e.,〔十Det ; ...〕are those
features that are not shared by the stem ａｉｎｕised. These inherent features of the derivative
will be combined with the　inherited features. The existence of　inherent　features　is the
indication that lexical formatives are irregu】ar to some extent. Lexicon　is by nature the
depository of individual　irregularities, as you recall. In this connection we Sha】】 assume
the following base rules for English, following Ｃｈ.9mskｙｊ幻
　（10）い）ＮＰ→Det Ｎ Comp
　　　　Cii) Det→(Prearticle of) Artie】ｅ tPostarticle)
　　　　(iii) Article→〔士Definite (NP)〕
　Ｎｏｗ山柚ｕｓｅｍｅｉ･It　"ｗＷ】be associated with 〔十Ｎ,；　十Det ;十〔十Animate〕_;十 NP;
十 S;土RCIndefinite Object Deletion) ;…（⌒心）〕. Thus,
　(11) (i) My amusement that he made such ,ａ mistake lingered ｏｎ･
　　　　(ii) I was surprised at my own amusement at his mistake.
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　　　　(Hi) I was surprised at my own amusement βt him.
　　　　Civ) I was surprised at my own amusement at something very Sad･
　　　　　(Ｖ)l ｗaS･surprised at my own amusement.
　　　　(ｖi)＊The S粘前官･amusement at his mistake. . .:
　　　　(vii) *The amusement of the stone at his mistake.. ..
　As we have noted, derivational ｒｕ!es. which are　given　in order　of　application　in the
lexicon, produce　all　possible　forms, including　possib】e　but　nonoccurring　forms. For
example, there is a derivational ｒｕ】ein English which produces ａｍｕｓｉｎｇ-typeandａrｒiLi,ｓｅｅｌ-
type adjectives :
(12) |万万
二i]十Animate〕
ITﾂﾞｹ
十Animate〕　－
上回九回√
Derivative
　This derivational rule presupposes the existence of another derivationa】rule of the more
basic type:
　(13) Stem十Ａ拓ｘ→Derivative
　The class defined by 〔十Ｖ；十S_;十＿_＿〔十Animate〕〕is self-explanatory : the class of
verbs which take ａ sentential subject and an animate object, e. ｇ･ ， amuse, please, scare.
ｓｍ・ｒiｓｅ， 　tｅｒｒijり，　ｅtｃ.　　Thus ａｍｕｓni･ｇ・ ａｍｕｓｅｄ， ｐｌｅａｓｉｎｅ， ｐｌｅａｓｅｄ＞ ｓｃａｒinｓ， ｓｃａｒｅｄ．
ｓｕｒｐｒiｓｉｎｇ， ｓｕｒｐｒiｓｅふ　tｅｒｒifｙｉｎｇ， 　tｅｒｒ所砲， 映ｃ. are a11 ‘possible' adiectivesi since
derivational　rules produce･possible forms only as we have pointed out earlier. The above
derivational rule will produce ａ pair of adjectives ai･niiｓinｓ and ａｍｕｓｅｄ＾ which match the
ones entered　undｅｘ　ａvnuse　in　the　leχicon. Therefore, these adjectives ａｒｅ‘possible and
occurring' adjectives. On the other hand, ぶｃ・ｊ。g is not to be entered in the leχicon, and
it　is　ａ ‘possible　but　nonoccurring' adjective･ an accidental gap ；　whereas　scared is　ａ
‘possible and occurring' one.　Now ｓｌｅｅｐｉｎｇ as in ａ　ｓｌｅｅｐｉｎｇ　chiはis an ‘impossible' adjective,
that is, not an　adjective, since sleep　does　not　meet　the structural　description for　the
derivational rule.
　Let us　take up　the second example of word･derivation. We will choose　groiM for its
often discussed syntactic problems involved.
　(14) gi'ozv 1.〔十Ｖ〕ｃ=;〉〔十〔十Animate〕_;十_;…〕１５’
　　　　　　　　　1.1.〔ナＶ〕:⌒φに〉〔_〕；〔十Caus ;十_〔― Human〕；…〕
　　　　　　　　　１．１よ〔十Adj〕:⌒?心⊂≫〔_，（⌒勿）〕
　　　　　　　　　1.1.2.〔十Ｎ〕:⌒f心･こて＞〔_〕;〔十Det ;…〕
　　　　　　　　　1.2.〔十Ｎ〕:⌒漬ｃ;〉〔_〕；〔十Det ;…〕
　　　　　　　　　etc.
　The citation form ｇｒｏｘｕ comes to have such an additional feature as 〔十ＮＰ_〕through
the application of relevant conventions and syntactic redundancy rules. Ｎｅχt, 1.1.〔十Ｖ〕:⌒φ
shows that ａ derivative of the same form as the stem ｇｒ。ｗ ｅχists. This derivative has its
own inherent syntactic features 〔十Caus ;十_〔一Ｈｕｍａｎ〕；‥｡〕besides its inherited ones.
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Let us examine 〔十Caus〕. Chomsky,“Remarks”, p. 41, suggests that ａ feature 〔十Caus〕
can be assigned to certain intransitive verbs as a ldχical･property. and　that associated
with this feature are certain universal conventionsi which specify that an intransitive with
the feature 〔十Caus〕becomes transitive and that its selectiona］features are systematically
revised so that the subject becomes the object. Formally,
　(15)〔十Ｘ_〕→〔十_Ｘ〕
　wheTe
　　　　　　(i) X°｛汀Ｎ；十Ｆ｝｝
　　　　　　(ii)〔十Ｘ_〕is associated with 〔十Ｖ；　十一〕Stem
　　　　　(Hi)〔十一Ｘ〕is associated ＼゛ith〔十Ｖ；十一一;　十Ｃ゛s〕Derivative
　Here arises the problem of the way in which〔十Caus〕and the rest of the inherent
syntactic features　are combined with　the inherited　features. There are　two alternatives :
(i) the amalgamation precedes the application of the conventions associated with the feature
〔十Caus〕; Cii) the other way round. There seems･ to be no reason　to choose between the
two, as far as this ｅχample is concerned. However, when we want to modify the specifica-
tion of　the feature　not　involved in　the causative conventions. ｅ･ｇ,・ that　related　to the
subject noun of　the transitive groiv･　we cannot choose but adopt　the second alternative,
which　is　the only　possible way　to do so.　Therefore, we apply the　conventions　to　the
inherited features ａｎｄ〔十Caus〕> and then we combine its result with the rest of the
inherent features. The ｌｅχicalentries are organized accordingly.　The result of the applica-
tion to 〔十Ｖ；十〔十Animate〕_；十＿＿；…〕ａｎｄ〔十Caus〕is〔十Ｖ；十_〔十Animate〕；
…〕.　The feature 〔十_〕is interpreted　to be negated because of its inconsistence with
〔十_〔十Animate〕〕. Then,〔十_二十Animate〕〕will be modified by 〔十＿＿〔－Ｈｕｍａｎ〕〕.
This feature restricts the object of the transitive groiv　to ａ nonhuman noun, whereas the
subject of the intransitive grozv　can be　any animate noun. The feature〔十ＮＰ＿＿〕will
be assigned to the transitive groiu by ａ redundancy rule mentioned above.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
　(16) (i) The olive grows here.
　　　　（ii）Ａ boy grows quickly.
　　　　Gii) He grows the olive.
　　　　（iｖ）＊Ｈｅgrows ａ boy.
　Now 1.1.1. 〔十Adj〕:⌒able i=>〔 , (⌒妙）〕. The reduadancy rules given above will
assign to ｅｒｏｖｕａｂｌｅ　t.hefeatures 〔十Adj;十NP ;十〔十Animate〕＿＿；　十〔－Ｈｕｍａｎ〕_；
十 NP;十_＿〔一Definite〕；‥.〕. Iacidentally・ｇｒｃｙｉｖableis also ａ‘possible and occurring'
form by definition.-ａｂｌｅadjectives will be given ａ semantic feature 〔十Generic〕16)
　(17) (0 The olive is growable by anyone.
　　　　(ii) The olive is growable.
　　　　(iii) *The olive is growable by Harry･
　　　　（iｖ）＊Ｔｈｅboy is growable.
　And then 1Λ2.〔十Ｎ〕:⌒加.ｇφ〔_＿_〕；〔十Det ;…〕, which is self-explanatory.
　(18) (i) his growing of the olive
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　　　Cii) the growing of the olive
　　　Ciii) *his growing of the boy
　ｇｒＯ四旅under 1.2. is ａ derivative from the intransitive verb g7-0Zぴ･in contrast with
growuig, derived from the transitive counterpart. Thus,
　(19) (i) the growth of the olive 〔derived from tｈｅ　oliｖｅｓ ｇｒｏｗth〕
　　　(ii) the boy's growth
　　　(iii) the growth of the boy 〔derived from (19) (ii)〕
　The third example is break.
　(20) break　１．〔十Ｖい=こ〉〔十_ト‥〕
　　　　　　1.1.〔十Ｖ〕:⌒φｃこ〉〔_〕；〔十Caus ;…〕
　　　　　　1.1.1.〔十Adj〕:⌒ahlp.＾〉〔_，（⌒勿）〕
?????
1.1.1.〔十Adj〕:Ｕ?l⌒Ｑ〔_〕
1｡1.1.1
1.1.2. 〔十Ｎ〕：⌒1り１＝:〉〔_〕；〔十Det :…〕
　　　　　　　　　1.1.2.〔十Ｎ〕:⌒ing i=>〔_〕；〔十Det ;…〕
　　　　　　　　　1.2.〔十Ｎ〕:⌒ｉｎｇ ｃ=;〉〔_〕；〔十Det ; ...〕
　This analysis of &7？ok and its derivatives is free from Chapin's di伍culty with his postula-
tion of the deep structure foｒ　Ｇｌａｓｓi bｒｅａｋａｂｌｅ，　Thepostulated deep structure is roughly :
Ｇｌａｓｓiｓ 油le〔Ｇｌａｓｓ･be　ｅｎ　bｒeak bｙ△〕S｀17J　As he observｅａ.　岫ｌｅ ｒｅquires　a　human
subject･
　(20 (0 He is able to come.
　　　　　(ii) *The glass is able to come.
　But he could not but postulate an ungrammatical sentenｒｅ Ｇｌａｓｓiｓ ａｂｌｅ　ａｓpart of the
deep structure for　Ｇｌａｓｓiｓ bｒｅａｋａｂｌｅAlso our treatment will　account for　the fact that
regular -able adjectives become the stems for 一皿y nouns.　Thus, 　bｒｅａｋａｂｌｅbecomes the
stem for bｒeakabiliり．
　Our fourth example is ｓell.
　(22)　ｓｒU 1. 〔十Ｖ〕に〉〔十〔十Human〕＿ごs八十 NP;…〕
　　　　　　　1. 1，〔十Ｖ〕:⌒φ・;〉し_〕；〔十_〔－Ｈｕｍａｎ〕；十Pseudo-reflexive ； ‥.〕
　　　　　　　etc.
　Here ａ new syntactic feature 〔十Pseudo-reflexive〕is postulated. First･see the following
pairs of sentences.
　(23) (i) (a) The man killed the girl.
　　　　　　　（b）The man killed himself.
　　　　(ii) (a) The man sold the book.
　　　　　　　（b）The man sold himself into slavery.
　　　　(iii) Ca) *The book sold ａ pen.
　　　　　　　（b）Ｔｈｅ book sold itself.
　The sentences (23) Ci) Cb) and (ii) Cb) may be called ‘regu】ａｒ’reflexive sentences. We
notice that the hook.which can be the object of the verb ｓell. can be its subject only
when the object also is the same NP，　the book.We may account for this fact by postulating
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the feature〔十Pseudo･reflexive〕^°', assigning　it to such　ａ verb as　ｓｒＵ　and setting up ａ
convention associated with this feature which will replace the subcategorization feature of
the･■subject by that of the object.
　(24) The Pseudo-reflexive Convention
　　　（i）〔十〔十Ｖ〕,＿＿〕→〔十〔十Ｙ〕_〕
　　　　Conditions (a) The verb in question must have 〔十〔十Ｘ〕＿＿;十_〔十Ｙ〕；十Pseudo-
　　　　　reflexive〕
　　　　　　　　　　（b）〔十Ｘ〕is distinct from 〔十Ｙ〕.
　　　(ii)〔十Pseudo-reflexixe〕⇒〔十SDCReflexivization)〕
　Let us examine this convention. The verb sell in (23) Ciii) (b) is taken to be ａ derivative
from its stem 認ZZ in (23) (ii) (a). The derivative ｓell　has among its inherent features ａ
feature〔十_〔－Ｈｕｍａｎ〕〕, which combines with 〔+ NP〕, one of its inherited features.
Then both of　the conditions for　this convention are met. "" After the application of Step
(i) of the convention the derivative ｓell will have ａ set of syntactic features 〔十〔―Human〕
-；十一C－Ｈｕｍａｎ〕；十Ｐｓｅｕdo･reflexive
； ‥.〕. This set of features ｗil】allow the gene-
ration of the deep structure not only for C23) (iii) (b), but also ｆｏｒ:
　（25）＊Ｔｈｅ book sells the pen.
　Step (ii) will exclude (25) and its like by adding ａ syntactic feature 〔十SD(Reflexiviza-
tion)〕. This added　feature means that　the derivative verb ｕｒＵ must ｎ!eet　the structural
description for　the Reflexivization　Transformation. Thus the identity of the subject and
the object will be ensured. Semantically our ａｎａ!ysis seems satisfactory, since the postulated
deep structure　〔the book〕ＮＰ〔sells the book〕VP is plausible. The action of the subject
tile book is reflexive, but we　know that the book does　not perform the action denoted by
ｓell.so we conclude that it seems as if the book sold itself. This reasoning will constitute
part of semantic　interpretation. The other　derivatives from∫ell are straightforward and
omitted.""
　It might be added that we cannot derive the sentenｃｅ Ｔｈｅｄｏｏ･ｒｏｐｅｎi.edfrom the structure
underlying Ｔｈｅ　ｄｏｏｒ　ｏｐ回砲i£ｓｅげthrough the ‘ Reflexive Pronoun Deletion Transformation≒
which might be held　to be applicable　to ａ few verbs like lｕａｓJi。dress, etc. The reason
is that these two sentences are not exactly the same in meaning and that ａ transformation
is generally meani ng- preservi ng. There are few verbs which permit deletion of the reflexive
pronoun without any change in meaning. Furthermoｒｅ， 　Ｔｈｅ　hook ｓellｓitｓelfwould not be
transformed into ＊Ｔｈｅｂｏｏｋｓellｓ.This bit of evidence strengthens our preceding analysis
that such ａ verb aｓ ｇｒｏｒｖ-,　bｒｅａｋ，　ｏｐｅｎ･，ｅＵこ. is intransitive as well as transitive and that
the　intransitive　counterpart　is　not　derived from　the transitive by the Reflexive Pronoun
Ｄｅ】etion Transformation.
　Finally, let me　add that　this lexicalist approach　makes it　possible　to　express the fact
that　ｓｕｇｃｅｓtioi,l　aｓwell as suggeがrequires Subjunctive Mood for the main verb in the
following clause.
　(26) (i) I suggested that he go out.
　　　　（iiトｌ made the suggestion that he go out.
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　This is true ｏｆ＆。zα,?(V), de川副nd (N); i･jiｓtｓt，　inｓiｓtｅｎｃｅ　;　ｐｒ＆ｐｏｓｅ･pｒｏｐｏｓal;　ｅtｃ.
This generality was not captured in my previous treatment.'''
　　　4. The conclusion
　The above hypothesis for lexicon is tentative and requires further refinement. In principle.
however, it will allow the lexicon to express partial regularity and irregularity observable
among　the derivationally related forms. I　believe　the same sort　of treatment　will　be
applicable to the semantic and phonological features. In particular, idiosyncratic semantic
features of derivationally related　lexical　formatives> which have forced　us　to　adopt the
]exicalist approach to word-derivation, can be taken care of nice】ｙin this treatment.
　　　Notes
　1. Noam Chomsky,“Remarks on Nominalization"(mimeograph, 1967)･to appear in
Ｒｅａぶｎが■in Ｅｎｇｌｉｓh.　"Ｙｒａｎｓｆｏｒ川ａtｉｏｎａｌ　Ｇｒａｍ：りlaｒ，　eds. Jacobs and Rosenbaum.
　2. Kinsuke Hasegawa,“Ｓｅｉｓｅｉ Ｂ１ロリbo-ｒiｒｏｎ.710 Niｓ・I　７１０Ｍｏ‘？1＆ぶ≒Ｅ緬ｏ ＢｉｗｉｇａＪｉtｔＳｅｋａｉ・
No. 3 CJune 1968), pp. 23-24.
　3. As already mentioned, we consider the question of how to enter only syntactic informa-
tion of individual lexical items into the lexicon, disregarding semantic and phonological ones.
　4. See Noam Chomsky・Ａｓｐｅｃtｓ of 匝ｅ Ｔ/ｉｅｏりｏｆ Ｓｙｎtａエ(Cambridge, Mass., 1965),
pp.　166- 167.
　5. See Paul　G. Chapin,“On the Syntax of Word-derivation in English"， ｐ.　17.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Cambridge, Mass., M. I. T.
　6. Chapin, p. 152.
　7.〔十Ｒ(Ｘ)〕，〔－Ｒ(χ)〕，０二Ｒ(χ)〕mean obligatory application, obligatory nonapplica-
tion, and optional application,　of the transformation χ， respectively.
　8. Chomsky, Aspects, pp. 164―165.
　9. We assume that there is ａ transformation called the Preposition Insertion Transforma-
tion, which inserts ａ preposition immediately before　the NP or S, if ａ noun or adjective
takes a following NP or S. The preposition is of unless otherwise specified in the lexicon.
　10. Chapin, pp.　24－29.
　11. See ａ further refined treatment of this Preposing Rule in Doherty & Schwartz,
“The syntax of the compared adjective in English''≒　Ｌｇ･， XLIIL 903-936.
　12. Thomas H. Peterson,“Ａ Transformational Analysis　of　Some　Derived Verbs　and
Adjectives in English'≒PEGS Paper No. 7, Nov. 1, 1967.
　13. Chomsky,“Remarks", p. 15.
　14. Chomsky,“Remarks", pp. 25 & 33.
　15. For the sake of exposition we disregard the use of ｇ７･θｌ。with its inanimate subject
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in the sense ｏｆ‘(something) increases'. The incorporation of this use will require some
revision. The justification for taking intransitive ｇｒｏＴＪＯto be ａ stem and transitive groxむ
its derivative is that in Japanese, where　the same fact is observable. the transitive form
incorporating〔十Caus〕is morphologically　the intransitive　form plus ａ suffix, thus being
distinct from the intransitive alone and that the intransitive must be taken to be the stem.
Ｓｅｅ･ｅ･ｇ･・Matsuo Soga,“Derivational　Morphology　and　the　Lexicon　in ａ Generative
Gramｍａｔ”・Ｓぬｄｉｅｓ i11 E，1がiｓｈ Ｌｉ£ｅｒ皿･zz,？,XLIV (1968), 236-237.
　16.　See Chapin, pp. 102 ― 106.ｓｈｏｏtable， 　feilはble，　ｅｌc. will be prevented from being
generated by　the derivational　rule by refining it so that verbs like 功。ot, kill, etc. will
be appropriately given　ａ certain feature and　that. this postulated feature will prevent the
derivational rule.
　17. Chapin, pp. 95 ff.
　18.へA^e disregard the use of だZZ with　an inanimate abstract　noun as　its subject! as is
found in Ｔｈｅｉｒ　ｃμ,.ｄ･iりｓｅtlｓ　ｏｕｒｇ ｏｄｓ，ｎｏt　ｔhe loｗ　ｐｒｉｃｅｓ.
　19. In　German and　French　the same 仙ｃt can be observed. In German besides the
regular reflexive construction as in ＳｅｉｎＹａtｅｒlieht　ｓich｡there exists the pseudo-reflexive
construction, too, as in　Ｕｎｓｅｒ気廠ｎｓcJi　Ｔ・iｒｄｓich.　ｂａｌｄｅｒＸｄｌｅｎ.In French　this pseudo-
reflexive construction is used with ‘Verbes　pronominauχ passifs'. This may be illustrated
by Ｃｅt　ａｒticle　ｓｅ　ｖｅ･ｎｄｐａｒtOL・｡£｡　０ｆ　course> there is some　difference in　meaning among
this construction in　English, its German version and its French version. Ｔ(xｅｂｏｏｋｓellｓ
山雨≒ｎ English is not passive in sense but suggestive of ‘spontaneity of action's whereas
the above-mentioned sentences in German and French are passive in sense.　Moreover, the
pseudo-reflexive construction is not so common in English.
　20. The feature 〔十 NP〕is tantamount to 〔十_〔十Ｎ〕〕。〔十Ｎ〕subsumes under it
〔十Human〕ａｎｄ〔一Human〕among other features.　The former 〔十Human〕is not distinct
from the feature of　the subject,〔＋Ｈｕｍａｎ〕. Thus NP　is not distinct from 〔十Human〕.
This is the way in which the distinctness requirement should be understood.
　21, The so-called‘activo-passive' use of such ａ verb as sell is best regarded as the
result of the Passive Transformation. That isべ?Z in Th.ｅ ｂｏｏｋ　ｓellｓ　ｘｕellis not ａ derivative
of sell in Ｈｅ ｓｏは乱.ｅ ｂｏｏｋ.This analysis requires ａ revision of　the usual formulation of
the PassiveTransformation. The justification for this analysis lies in the fact that the･rule
which derives the activo･passive use of these verbs is meaning-preserving and productive.
There arises another question relfted to this analysis. There is some similarity in syntactic
behavior　between　the g7･。tf-type　verbs (e･ｇ･・ｏかｅｎ･ bｒｅａｋ．ｍｏｖｅ， bｒiｓh＼ten, etc. )> to
which　the　feature〔十Caus〕has been　assigned, and　the　sell-type　verbs (e･ｇ･・read.
diｓtｕｒh,　ｖｏａｓh,　％･。-itｅ．航c.)) which can be used in the ‘activo-passive' use. See the
following pairs of sentences :
　（1）（i）（ａ）Ｔｈｅ plant grew slowly｡
　　　　　　(b) He grew the plant｡
　　　　(ii) Ca) The book sells well｡
　　　　　　（b）Ｈｅ sold the book.
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　However, there is some syntactic di任erence as well, as is seen in the following sentences :
　C2) Ci) The plant grew｡
　　　　脳）＊Ｔｈｅ book sells.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●.
　That is, the grorむ-type verbs may occur without ａ Manner　Adverbial, while the Ｓｄ１･
type verbs may not, unless they are used in a negative sentence. Coupled with this fact
is the ｅχistence of some semantic difference.　The former may be used in the‘nongeneric'
sense, as　in CD (i) (a), as well as in the generic sense, as inThiｓ ｐｌａｎtｇｒｏｖａｓｌｏｉｖlｙ；
whereas the latter may be used only in　the‘generic sense≒as in CD (ii) (a)。Further,
the latter type of verbs　are passive in sense when used　in　this activo-passive use, while
the former are not. In (1) (ii) (a) the verb aell describes　an　activity　of　an unspecified
agent realizing the inherent potentialities of something･ but the activity is not represented
as taking place actually. as pointed out by Ａ. Ｇ， Hatcher （“Mr. Howard amuses easy”ﾀ
Ｍｏ心打I　ＬａｎｇｕａｇｅＮｏtｅｓ，LVIII〔1943〕, 8-17). There　is another　syntactic　difference.
With the nouns derived from the former type of verbs, the one derived from the intransitive
counterpart is ‘intransitive≒as in 疏ｅ ｅｒｏｘｖ£ｈ　ｏｆ　the　ｐｌａｎt，nd the one　derived from
the transitive is ‘transitive≒as in 峨ｅ ｇｒｃｎｖｉｎｇｏｆ tｈｅｐｌａｎt.０ｎ the other hand, the
nouns derived from the latter type are always transitive, as in tJieｓelling　ｏｆｔhe book･
which is understood in the same way ａｓＳｏｍｅｏｎｅｓｏは決ｅ ｈｏｏｋ,not ａｓＴｈｅｂｏｏｋｓellｓｗell
■
Incidentally, the transitive verb ｍｍしｓｅcan be used in the activo-passive construction :
Ｔｈｅｉｎａｎａｍｕｓｅｄｅａｓiり. This use ｏ１印ｎｕｓｅiｓ transformationally derived and therefore
　　　●　　●　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・not given ｍ the leχicon.
　We might　formulate　the Passive　Transformation so that　it･ may derive‘activo-passive'
sentences as well as　regular　passive sentences. The deep structure for an activo-passive
sentence will contain an unspecified subject, which is to be deleted later, and an obligatory
Manner Adverbial in the ａ伍rmative sentence.
　22. Shin Oshima,“£なりno Dbkakt｡-Khbi副I (Appositional　Construction　in English)”，
Ｋｏtｏｂａ　ｎｏｕｄぼｈ　Ｍａｔch 1， !968, pp. 77-95.
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